Sixth IARC Mission Conquered
Technology Advances Again
By Robert C. Michelson

T

he AUVSI student competition that started it all
had its sixth winner this August. A team from Tsinghua University in Beijing, China, successfully
completed the sixth mission of the International Aerial
Robotics Competition. The AUVSI Foundation will
award $40,000 to the Tsinghua THRONE team for
their outstanding performance, which excelled above
that of the 32 teams from seven nations entered into the
sixth mission.

Mission Details
The sixth mission of the IARC was an espionage challenge where a fully autonomous flying robot had to penetrate a mock security compound through a broken upper story window and then, in the presence of laser-wall
security systems, search the interior of the building for
the office of the chief of security.
Having found that office from a complex of about six
offices and hallways, the autonomous aerial robot was to
search for a flash drive lying in an in-box. Upon finding
the flash drive, the aerial robot was to steal the drive and
leave a duplicate dummy drive in its place to avoid detection. The aerial robot then had to covertly exit the compound, completing its mission in less than 10 minutes.
In the spirit of one of the world’s most challenging technology competitions, a university has done what no government or industrial system could do at the time the
challenge was posed in 2009. The documented winning
flight involved the Tsinghua
fully autonomous aerial robot
mapping the unknown interior
of a building using simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM), while avoiding security measures. It read and interpreted various printed signs on
hallway walls (written in Arabic)
to locate the specific room conThe flash drive that needed to be located
and replaced in the mission.
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At the American venue in North Dakota, the University of Michigan vehicle approaches the
entrance to the security compound. All images courtesy Robert Michelson.

taining the flash drive. Using object recognition, the
flash drive was identified, stolen and a decoy left in its
place prior to rapidly exiting the building as part of the
simulated espionage mission.
The Tsinghua team developed its system around a
quadrotor vehicle. Because the quadrotor air vehicle
design allows 360-degree yaw motions, no extra weight
was required to create an independent device for sweeping the area below the air vehicle to acquire the flash
drive. Instead, once the flash drive had been located, the
vehicle simply rotated to create a sweep with a rare earth
magnet appendage.
In the four attempts allotted to each team, the Tsinghua aerial robot completed the entire mission on one
attempt and almost completed it a second time on a second attempt. On that second attempt, the flash drive
was placed in an interior room located off of another
room, such that the vehicle had to perform a vastly more
difficult search before locating the correct room. As a result, the vehicle depleted its onboard power after capturing the target flash drive and did not successfully make
it out of the building before having to land and self-destruct. Nonetheless, the flash drive was found, acquired,
decoy deposited, and egress initiated on two of the four
runs by using SLAM techniques and object recognition.
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History of Success
The primary purpose of the IARC has been to move
the state of the art in aerial robotics forward through
the creation of significant and useful mission challenges
that are impossible at the time they are proposed, with
the idea that when the aerial robotic behaviors called
for in the mission are eventually demonstrated, the
technology will have been advanced for the benefit of
the world.
Since its inception, more than 22 years have passed
with six successful missions accomplished. Each time
a mission was accomplished, some aspect of the state
of the art in aerial robotics was advanced beyond that
which had previously been demonstrated.
During Mission 1, the ability to fully autonomously
fly and navigate without inertial systems was demonstrated using a triad of carrier-wave GPS antennas/
receivers, as was the ability to pick up objects in one
location and deposit them in another.

A video still of Tsinghua University’s winning flight.
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During Mission 2, autonomous aerial mapping, millimeter target identification and object retrieval were
demonstrated using differential GPS technology for
navigation.
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In Mission 3, the ability to perform an autonomous
search-and-rescue mission was demonstrated, incorporating location and discrimination between injured
survivors and the dead, avoidance of real threats to the
aerial robot (15-meter flames, water geysers) in a cluttered, smoke-obscured environment and mapping of a
disaster scene.

sions. So what new behaviors are yet to be demonstrated in a fully autonomous aerial robot?

During Mission 4, autonomous aerial robots demonstrated the ability to fly long distances (3 kilometers),
find a village, find a specific building in that village,
identify all of the valid openings (open windows and
doors) in that building and insert a smaller autonomous auxiliary robot into that opening.
In Mission 5, the Mission 4 goals were extended to assume that the autonomous auxiliary robot was able to
fly and that it needed to map the interior of the building and locate an object. SLAM techniques were used
to achieve this mission.
During Mission 6, the autonomous indoor flight scenario was further refined and completed by requiring
a fully autonomous aerial robot to conduct the simulated espionage mission describe above.

Mission 7
It is not the intent that the IARC repeat prior technology demonstrations, but to push new areas of aerial
robotic behavior. Picking up and moving objects has
been amply demonstrated over the first six missions.
The use of GPS and SLAM techniques to navigate has
likewise been well established over the past six mis-
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A schematic of the mock desert compound the systems had to infiltrate.
All images courtesy Robert Michelson.

Mission 7 will challenge teams to demonstrate three
new behaviors that have never been attempted in any of
the past six IARC missions. First, interaction between
aerial robots and moving objects (specifically, autonomous ground robots). Second, navigation in a sterile
environment with no external navigation aids such as
GPS or large stationary points of reference such as walls.
Third, interaction between competing autonomous air
vehicles. These behaviors are just a continuation of the
IARC road map that was envisioned back in 1990.
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More specifically, Mission 7 will involve interaction
between aerial robots and ground robots.
During Missions 1 through 6, IARC aerial robots have
been required to interact with and manipulate stationary
ground objects. However, never before has the IARC required teams to develop the capability to track randomly
moving objects and interact physically with them. Mission 7 incorporates this new behavior. This behavior has
application to the use of aerial robots from moving platforms such as ships, trucks or even other air vehicles.
The mission will also involve navigation without external navigation aids. The use of GPS and, to a lesser
extent, SLAM have become prevalent in the world of
aerial robotics. Many of the same missions that have
been flown with these navigation aids over the past 22
years could have been conducted by a trained animal
or human without the use of GPS or SLAM. So why
should our aerial robots be dependent on these external navigation aids, especially when working in a confined space? Mission 7 eliminates these off-the-shelf
navigation solutions by being conducted in a GPS-free
indoor environment that is devoid of obvious physical cues. Teams will be encouraged to devise other
methods for stability and control, as well as navigation in the same way that a living organism might have
to solve the problem. An example of a technique that
could be used to solve the navigation problem in Mission 7 would be optical flow. It has been demonstrated
in the laboratory that honeybees and other flying creatures use optical flow to assess speed, altitude and drift

when navigating. There is no reason why autonomous
aerial robots should not similarly be able to leverage
such passive navigation techniques.
The mission will also feature interaction between
multiple aerial robots. Reliable interaction between
unmanned aerial systems and manned or unmanned
aircraft is an essential capability that is necessary before
civil aviation authorities will allow unmanned aerial
vehicles to operate in manned airspace for civilian applications. The requirement is referred to as sense and
avoid. Air vehicles must be able to sense the presence
of fixed and moving obstacles to avoid collision. Presently, the state of the art in sense-and-avoid technology
for unmanned aerial vehicles is in its infancy, and has
never been reliably demonstrated in a fully autonomous aerial robot. This aerial robotic behavior, once
demonstrated, rates very high on the state of the art
importance scale.
A new mission challenge is now being devised for the debut of the seventh mission of the IARC in 2014, which
will again occur simultaneously at the Asia/Pacific and
American venues. The official Mission 7 rules, along with
instructions about enter- ing the IARC, will be available
at http://www.aerialroboticscompetition.org.
Robert C. Michelson is a past president of AUVSI, recipient of the AUVSI Pioneer Award, and the originator of the
AUVSI Foundation’s International Aerial Robotics Competition. He is a member of the research faculty at the Georgia
Institute of Technology, where he holds the title of principal
research engineer emeritus.
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